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Special geographical location and diversity of natural phenomena led to Iran as the
fifth country has the world's natural diversity . But despite the enjoyment of natural
eco - tourism attractions , Iran in various problems and obstacles to attract more
tourists , especially in the sector of bird - watching that he faced it spreading .
feasibility study aimed at creating bird stations , with an emphasis on the
development of eco - tourism in the lagoon , which is anzali descriptive and analytical
methodology and benefiting the field survey questionnaire in lagoon and distribution
. birds, especially migrant birds to find food, water and proper , regional prosperity .
The results show that the destruction of habitats for various reasons ranging the
sidelines swamp land - use change in agriculture, audio and light pollution , pollution
and reduce the water depth in the lagoon , hunting and fishing, and a number of
factors in full flight path birds a source to a destination , will adversely affect all the
reasons for the decline of the birds . serious pollution in the lagoon anzali a great
concern about the state of the fish , different species of birds, and that the pool
anzali as their home in different seasons of the year , to choose . Based on the
findings , 13 species of birds or local resident 61 migrant species , and the winter 1
summer migrant species, 1 migrant species four seasons , 37 migrant species of
transit and 11 chicken migrant species in the pool .
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